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A SUPPLEMENTARY TOPICAL INDEX 
The following index has been designed to· help the reader locate 
specific types of wordplay published in 26 issues of Word Ways 
from February 1978 through May 1984; it updates a similar index 
for 40 issues of Word Ways from February 1968 through November' 
1977 appearing in the February 1978 issue. Both indices use the 
same format: a logological core consisting of (1) letter-patterns. 
in words, (2) operations upon letters in words, and (3) relation-. 
ships between letters and sounds, and a periphery (the intersection 
of logology with other branches of wordplay) consisting of (1) lit 
erary wordplay and games, (2) academic language studies, and 
(3) word games and puzzles, Wordplay involving special sets of 
words (presidents, statenames, -cide words, etc.) is separately 
indexed. 
Each article is cited by year and page: thus, 79-123 directs 
the reader to page 123 of the 1979 volume, For 'articles on a com­
mon topic pu bl ished the same yea r, the year is omitted but the 
page retained, as 80-23, 141, 212. Citations in parenthesis denote 
corrections or follow-up material. The letters q, f, P or b follow-· 
ing a citation identifies it as a special format: a quiz, a fictional 
or humorous article, a poem, or a book or journal review. 
I. DEFINITIONS, SOURCES OF WORDS 
What is logo logy? 84-67 
What is a word? 78-207 79-189 80-45,158 
Interestingness of words 80-76(152,211) 80-228(81-24) 81-32 
Dictionary reviews American Heritage 83-122b International Slurs 80­
31b English Phrases 79-177b Catch Phrases 78-121b Idioms & Phrases 
Index 84-34b Official Scrabble Players 79-43b Chambers 78-237b Web­
sters Collegiate Thesaurus 78-38b Eponyms Dictionary Index 78-105b 
Dictionary Buying Guide 78-76b Second Barnhart 81-233b Confusibles 
81-238b Distinguishables 81-238b 3000 Look-Alikes 83-120b OED Sup­
plement O-Scz 83-105b(217) Loanwords Index 83-236b 
Dictionary of odd words Words 82-207b Dr. Robinson's 83-146b
 
Other reviews Caught in the Web of Words 78-29b
 




Hard-to-find words 82-55 
Words not in other dictionaries 78-93(151) 
Comparison of printings Pocket Dictionary 81-56 Web 2 78-114 
Words not in dictionaries 78-111 82-105 84-31 z~xjoanw 81-239 
Guide words 77-115(20) below the line 78-106 picture captions 82­
236q synonymous pairs 82-236q
 
Pan-crashing word sets with dictionaries 82-186(211)
 
Wordplay in dictionaries 81-175 odd Johnson definitions 81-Jlq
 
Dictionary errors 78-40(88) 78-107 78-173 79-176 81-90 82-106 
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II. THE CORE OF LOGOLOGY 
A. Patterns of Words 
1.	 Single word patterns
 
*All letters in words
 
Palindromes long 78-173 79-217 82-106 Finnish 82-213(25) Dutch 
79-202(26) Maori 81-239 letter-square 79-221b two-word 79-131(215) 
longest starting with each letter 78-210(79-93) longest with each 
central paired letter 82-50 central letters (aAa-aZa) 82-208(22) 
Tautonyms 79-24 Maori 81-239 ten-letter list 82-241(22) triple 
tautonymic words 83-103(155) 
Vowel-consonant patterns 77-221(78-20,215 79-22,92) 79-217 three­
letter all-vowel words 78-185 (215) vowelless words 80-172 80­
207 79-223 (80-211 81-25,86 82-16,83 83-23) monoconsonantal words 
79-55(90) biconsonantal words 79-165 
Pattern words in general five-letter patterns, all alphabetic 
orders 79-106 pattern types 79-217 Agamemnon words 80-104 Raja 
Press pattern wordlists 80-251b 83-108b eodermdromes 80-131,141 
(23,89) non-chesswords 81-251
 
*Shapes and symmetries of letters
 
Rotation, reflection Scott Kim calligraphy 81-109(153b,220b) pi 
and letters with vertical symmetry 81-45 M-W-up-dn 81-46 fractals 
78-169 longest words, horizontal symmetry 78-177(237,79-216) 
vertical symmetry 79-109q tall, high, low 79-216(80-26) dotted 
letters consecutive 80-183
 
*Fragments of letters in words
 
Isolated letters, any position three rare letters 79-91 82-84 
all vowel orders 79-92 Funk & Wagnalls 79-122(152) each vowel 
twice 80-88 81-90 longest placename 83-139 letter 4-repeated 79­
91 81-90 82-18,84 5+-repeated 79-91 83-24 isolated letters in 
lexemes 79-92 any 4 letters 83-14,67(92,154,156,219) 
Isolated groups of letters unique trigram words 80-179(214) speci­
fic trigrams SIN 78-112q(178) NKST,NKSH 78-113q IDI,AMIN 79-209 
complete tetragram permutations 84-125 three or more identical 
81-154(151,217,82-16,104,154,83_157) coinages 83-117 consonant 
strings 82-38(83) internal tautonyms 78.. 221(23,80-39,88,82-18) 
square-free words (no internal tautonyms) 83-252(84-26) 676 bi­
grams 82-215(83-26) hyphen-straddling bigrams 81-199(16) long 
digrammatic strings 82-72(153,212,212) two identical pairs 83­
156 alternating monotonies 79-91 cadences 83-252(84-26) 
Anchored	 letters and groups x-starting 81-241q terminal bigrams 
79-39(152,83-157) ffott 79-242 doubled prefixes 78-147(213,24) 
*A110cation of letters in words 
isograms pair 82-136 83-156(219) trio 82-138 with different ca­
dences 83-254 
pyramid words 80-176,213 82-109,125(154) 
~<Word length 
3641 letter chemical term 80-117(151) 27 to 52 letter examples 
79-38 update 82-234(83-24,93,84-30) existence of long words 78­
173 sentences USing long words 83-52 examples from Enigma 84-115 
Unitotolinearmultisyllabification 78-166b flocci- T-shirt 78-174 
two-letter words 79-154 
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survey article 78-74(150) longest word contained in unrelated word
 
81-176 EAT AT EWARTS, I THINK THIN IN INK 79-242 81-46 84-27
 
snowball (rhopalic) 76-103(78-19,113,178) 81-243
 








double set 78-245 3330 pangrams 83-234
 
*Partially overlapping word groups
 
isograms with transposition 75-250(78-216)
 
symmetric crash groups (HATED HORNY FITLY FAUNS WIRES WOULD) 78-230
 
complete garble groups 79-217
 
balanced word division 79-154
 
*Words on solids and pavements
 
words on Platonic solids 80-9 statenames on solids 82-52
 
hex words 80-124(151) triangular words 83-32 rug words 80-182(213)
 










word cubes 78-156 79-76
 
transposal squares 79-240 80-72 compound word square 81-74(152)
 
Chinese 81-67f 
special types many letters 78-36(79-90) 80-30(86,212) few letters 
79-154,216 few vowels 79-216 few consonants 79-216 spiral squares 
82-233(83-26,93) reversible word squares 81-210,213(82-16) rever­
sible cubes 79-77 word repeated on diagonal 82-233(83-26) 5x5 
square contains all 4x4 and 3x3 subsquares 83-110 overlapping 
word squares 83-214(84-30) 
other shapes 2x17 rectangle 79-92 2x19 rectangle 79-154 pangram­

matic diamond 84-19 hollow cross 79-232 Palmer Peterson 80-3
 
*Positional word groups 
two-letter positional dictionaries 81-102b 
5-1etter words, each letter in each position 78-107 5-letter words, 
two-letter positionals 78-226(79-22) 79-56(93,151) 
7-1etter words with each letter of alphabet in center and each
 
end a word 78-124 9-letter words 78-191(214,23) 11-letter 78-232
 
13-1etter 79-52 15-1etter 80-28(88)
 
non-crashing word s~ts 82-95(151) 
3.	 Patterns dependent upon alphabetic order 
*Letter order only 
some letters in word all letters alphabetic neighbors (vicinals) 
83-175 no letters alphabetic neighbors (non-vicinals) 83-175(220, 
84-28) words containing alphabetic sequences (in order and adjac­
cent, in order, or not in order) 82-77(151,154,212) 
all	 letters in word circular alphabets 80-187(215) type-collec­
tion of all alphabetic permutations of 6-1etter words (CAN YOU 
DIG FOR THE NUB) 78-246(79-22) all alphabetic permutations of 
182 
5-letter pattern words 79-106 last half of alphabet 79-91 
longest words consisting of two (three) interwoven alphabetically­
increasing subsequences 79-236 maximum number of alphabetically­
increasing subsequences in a word 79-236(85) 
letter-shifts (CHEER-JOLLY) 78-188f 79-243(80-27) offset letter­
shifts (EMU-FOX) 79-50 multiplicative letter-shifts 82-48 shift­
grams (letter-shift plus transposition) 79-218 80-22(88,182) 
minimum word list containing alphabet in order 79-174(218). 
scrambled alphabets typewriter order 78-35 79-154 legal trigrams 
out of scrambled alphabets 77-189(78-215) six adjacent letters 
always in word 82-93(212) most shift-words 79-244 split alphabet 
in half so that both halves are amenable to (hostile to) long 
words 79-234 
last word zzxjoanw 81-239 
*Letter scoring (A = 1, B = 2, .. ) 
difference words 79-216 sum words 79-216 subtransposals 79-217(80­
25,86,81-90,151,219,82-18) 
invariant letters in words 82-180q 79-59(92,152,215) long words 
with no invariant letters 79-91 
word weights and density 79-216 centrally balanced beam words 79­
216 balanced by letter-pairs (HS,LO,EV = HOVELS) 83-97f 
numerology 79-215 81-240 83-239 lucky nines 79-98(150) 








on	 writing lipograms 78-33 lipogram game 79-110(80-25) another 
polyphonic cipher 78-117 telephomnemonics 75-227(78-215) 79-34q 
81-116(149,82-15,152,212,84-85) 
·8.	 Operations on Words 
1.	 Insertions or deletions
 
i'De Ie t ions
 
beheadments 79-154 abbreviation beheadments 81-243 alphabetic be­
headments Pocket Dictionary 80-159(83-220) Webster's Unabridged 
73-181(81-219,82-155,83-96,84-85) consecutive deletions 79-154 





2.	 Single deletion plus insertion
 
*Delete at head, insert at tail (word stairs, strings, rings)
 
generalized word stairs 79-36 word stairs 79-36 long stairs 79­

119 all letters different 79-120(152)
 
*Delete a letter, insert another at same place (word ladders)
 
reversible word ladders (TRAM to MART) 79-44(151,80-26,84) 80-122 
(81-90,82-16) doublets 83-164q minimum-length ladders, all let­
ters change 79-153 most one-step ladders from word 79-153 
isolanos (no ladder) 79-153 
single-letter substitutions 78-109 
~Delete a letter, insert same letter at different place (transposals) 
























































































198(79-92) transposal glossary 79-159(215) Wetterau dictionary 
80-235b 
lists of types 6-letter 77-201(88) 
multiple transposals AEST 79-153(218) AEPRS 79-172(218) AEGINRST 
76-216(77-21,79-214,81-153) EILSV 82-106(155) AEINSTRU 82-22 
ACEINORST 81-137(149,218,83-93) transposition rings 82-147(211) 
long transposals 15+ letters (lexemes) 81-93(151) 16 letters 81­
60(88) 18-letter well-mixed lexeme 81-24(95,151) long well-mixed 
76-20(78-89,79-150) other examples 78-173 83-217 84-29 
two-word transposal phrases 79-161 84-58q(84) drinks 79-171q 
reversals 79-132 Dutch examples 79-202 long ones 78-173 81-93(151, 
218) Sunners booklet 82-60b two-word phrases 78-21q 80-121q 
shiftwords 74-176(78-216) 79-153 
*Delete a letter, insert another at different place
 
paratransposition 78-79(150,207,238,79-25) NEUSTRIA 82-23
 
virtual transposal (vowel substitution) 78-142(238)
 
3.	 Deletion or insertion with transposition 
word roots and branches 79-141(215) longest Pocket Dictionary full­
root word 82-17(153) 
all possible words formed from letter-group PICTURE 80-236(23) 
PIASTER 81-103(150,217) 
each possible transdeletion type CAROLINE 71-67(78-215) PIASTER 
81-150 NEUSTRIA 82-20(83-23,84-72) WIRETAPS 84-72 
alphabetic transadditions CAROLINE 71-68 NEUSTRIA 82-23 ASTING 
82-110 AEINRT 82-151(95) complete examples 80-102 84-83 best OSPD 
examples of two to eight letters 84-37(83) 
general	 transadditions Espyramids 83-164q OLYMPIC 76-153 84-100 
ANAGRAM 78-40q BARIUM 79-172q CAR 80-59(86) months, Zodiac, plan­
ets 82-101,110(142,152,211) 
C.	 Relationships between Sight and Sound 
1.	 Syllabification 
one-syllable words 78-116b Whales for the Welsh 79-234b long one­
syllable words 79-91(151) starting with each letter of alphabet 
82-164(211) long two-syllable words 79-153(215) starting with 
each letter of alphabet 82-164(211) 
subtract letters, retain same number of syllables 80-182 
high syllable-letter ratio 81-113(150,151,216,82-18,84) 
syllabic stress 78-20 81-248 
the monosyllable machine 82-67f,156f,199f(210) syllabic rhopalism 
81-244 
2.	 Rhymes 
specific rhyming devices 83-49(94) quatrain rhyme-schema 80-154(214) 
forced onomatopoeia 78-125 refractory rhyme 80-180(87) sight rhyme 
77-73(82-17) very brief verse 81-246 82-173 83-240 
specific rhymes -ash words 84-69 consonantal reduplication be­
ginning with H 80-113 
Poet's Manual and"Rhyming Dictionary 78-37b Oxford Dictionary of 
American Light Verse 79-234b 
specific	 poetry types limerick machine 82-199f Limerick League 
83-104 clean limerick 80-80(213,81-25) double dactyl 80-113(150, 
213) clerihew 82-173 stutter starters 82-42(155,272) limerick 
184
 
80-32(87,81-25) miscellaneous homonymic 82-177 bouts-rimes 83-131 
3.	 Spelling-sound ambiguities 
words with two pronunciations of same consonant (GiGantic) 78-176 
(237) pronunciation changes with capitalization 80-50,85,153 
written but not sounded letters 82-90(152,212) 
4.	 Homonyms, heteronyms 
homonym dictionary 78-220b(24,92) 3000 soundalikes 83-120b 
near-homonyms 80-147(214,81-26) 
add each letter of alphabet but 
89,80-153) 
most different spellings of same 
218(24,90) 
homo-hetero blends 79-50 
retain same pronunciation 77-26(78­
sound (OH, AY, EE, 00, EYE) 78­
two-word homonymic phrases 81-55q homonyms of ROSES 83-55 
5.	 Miscellaneous
 
consonants spelled out in NI2 (bee, cee, .. ) 79-237(26)
 
consonyms (words characterized by consonant sounds) 79-236
 
phonetic pangrams 81-59(90), 82-230
 
III. INTERSECTION OF LOGO LOGY WITH OTHER WORDPLAY 
A.	 Literary Wordplay and Punning 
1.	 Logological properties of existing text 
pangrammatic window 80-179 81-216 83-154 84-30 84-83 
panalphabetic window 80-178 
initial letters of consecutive paragraphs spell words 79-113(81-162) 
6th word of 6th line of 6th stanza in Venus and Adonis 80-182 
2.	 Literary constructions with visual constraints 
~epa 1indromes 
end-to-end examples Stephens poems 78-17(88) longest 77-138(88) 
Polonsky poems 82-31 Crant poem 79-20 
line-by-line examples Grant 82-80 Funt collection 84-120 Phil­
lips collection 82-179 Fleischman cartoons 83-84 pangrammatic 
78-98(151,214) containing 24-letter word 78-174 indefinite expan­
sion of palindrome 80-176 plaindrome spoof 83-245 individual ex­
amples OYO 0 OYO 82-85 KAVON NOVAK 82-109 Carter 80-83 SIT ON 
A POTATO PAN OTIS 81-242 coinages 82-231 
word-unit examples 80-227 81-163 
palindromes embedded in poems or stories 80-225 Palindramaya 
83-75 The Palindrome Syndrome 81-131f beer coinage 82-213f 
foreign palindromes Czech 82-16(83) German 83-179 Russian 84-39 
fake Dutch 79-202 
language-name palindromes 81-169 Guinness records 81-186 palin­
dromic acrostics 82-10q,91q(154),165q,83-15q 
*Charade sentences 
Emmerson 83-76, Funt 84-122 
"'Transpos i t ions 
letter-rearrangements, line by line in poem 78-136 79-212 Sam Edel­
ston 78-163 Funt 84-124 Post 82-224 Best 81-86~84-115 
transpositions embedded in poems or stories Reykjavik 81-173f 
In Vino Veritas 79-220f WOODROW WILSON 84-112 Everlasting 79-220 
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184(25) ACEINORST 81-140(149) MATHEMATICAL GAMES 84-20(83) RONALD 
WILSON REAGAN 84-101
 
transposed proverbs 80-249q Traffic 84-68b
 
word rearrangement vocabularyclept poem 83-16
 
*Anagrams 
Sherlock story titles 82-34(152), liquor names 79-9f Karnstein
 
80-20 ungram spoof 83-245 Norman Mailer, Salvador Dali 81-46
 








alphabetical Alphabet for a New Year 82-179(210) Updike 80-226
 
logologist's love letter 83-27(95) Enigma contest 84-114 Monro 78­

all words start with same letter 81-195 164
 




automynorcagram 80-203 84-124 reciprocal automynorcagram 80-180
 




half-alphabet lipogram 78-92 top row of typewriter 83-87 left hand
 




split-alphabet dialogue Amanda vs. Sebbie 78-14 Adelaide vs. Tony
 








consecutive letters in phrase 78-44,109,150,216 79-25,91,214 80­

152,153,212 81-90 bigrams, trigrams etc. 80-88 81-152 82-13,85,151
 
83-26 Czech 81-98(152) 
*Miscellaneous formats
 
Skewling Makes it Plain 80-67
 
word squares Post poem 82-225 Lewis Garroll 81-47
 
pangrams 78-99 79-237 Greek letter names 83-140 panalphabetic text
 
(A to Z in order in text) 80-177f
 
tautonyms thing things 81-50q poems 80-225,227
 
univocalics 78-163 poems on letter T, letter X 78-165
 
macaronies pseudoems 81-272 famous lines 81-177 82-76q interlin­
gual example 80-243
 
deletions, letter changes 78-110q 79-238q
 
English looks like Latin 84-115
 
playlet consisting of post-office abbreviation words 84-75
 
alien lexicon 71-241 81-109
 
3.	 Puns and related wordplay
 
soundalike dialogue Phillips 82-177 84-11 Ulrich 83-177 Funt 84-124
 
heteronymic poem 84-115 spoonerisms 78-238 Iletter B 81-179(15)
 
cliche mixing, malaproverbs, Janeisms 80-115(153) 81-24(204,82­
16,83-23) wacky conjugations 77-179(78-89) newspaper 79-51
 
apropos names 80-29 81-50 names in the news 82-176 authors of books
 
79-49 saints 78-175 contest misses 81-84q surname puns 83-11
 
a dialogue of nations 83-89
 
job terminations 81-21q rehirings 81-101 Scottish occupations
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83-44(157) occupational lovers 78-240 specialized scientific occu­
pations 78-238 
paired book or movie titles 81-109 porno title puns 83-115(157) 
other classes food puns 78-96 dwelling place names 81-107 metric 
system 71-53 76-174 81-113 nouns of multitude 80-149 Poe 80-38q 
products for a new age 82-178 word "logic" 82-176 
naming the snake 82-195f naming the goat 83-137f 
sound it out Mother Goose rhymes look French 81-120b(148) German 
84-81b Aisle Altar Hymn 79-155 
alphabet stories 81-85(153) Nixon and the Bee 76-143 
specific pun hair 79-169(80-84,81-89) elementary my dear Watson 
78-39q(87,151) abominable cavity 78-107 McCann Hurtz & Howe, guru, 
Read-Wright 81-49(88), Haig and Begin 82-40 
puns based on proverbs 82-44 82-180 80-199 
books Joy of Lex 81-10b More Joy of Lex 83-189b Espy Almanac 81­
58b children's Almanac 83-21b Maybe He's Dead 81-92b competitions 
81-108 New Statesman books 82-251b 
4.	 Continuing Series
 
Dr. Wombat 81-16,74 82-67,156,199 83-3,97,131 84-13
 
B.	 Academic Language Studies 
1.	 Mnemonics, acronyms, text compression 
acronyms unfortunate 83-243(84-84) FIAT, MAFIA origin 78-175(82­
18) acronyms of ailment 83-62(96) invented acronyms 81-244 invent­
ed mynorcas 78-150 82-251 
initialisms two-letter 82-233(84-4 ,85) l8-letter example 78-177 
abbreviations two-level 78-112 three-level 83-92 ambiguous 82­
233(83-23) Gardner examples 83-242(84-84) 
acronym dictionary 83-7b reverse acronym dictionary 83-91b 
compression of English text 82-119(153,210) proverb shrinkage 82­
254q 
mnemonics	 joke 83-242 Down Memory Lane 79-94(80-27,88) pi mnemonic 
82-225 two musical mnemonics 84-50 syllogism 84-97 alternate-let­
ter mnemonic 84-105 
2.	 Lexicostatistics 
monkeys at typewriters 78-15 
frequencies of spoken English words 78-137b 82-75b Kucera and Fran­
cis million-word corpus 78-179b 
3.	 Pluralities 
specific plurals SYNOPSIS 78-43 numerical (sevenses) 78-109(178) 
plural to singular by adding S 81-145q(218) 
typology add internal 70-196(82-25,153) end 82-25 start 82-25 
proper name plurals 82-108 anagrams of odd singular-plural 82-103q 
4.	 Translation
 
HALLELUJAH, MAMA, JEANS in all languages 78-113
 
inept Mexican translation 79-46 Columbus's interpreter 81-26
 
foreign words look English Russian 79-241(81-111) Czech 84-61
 
the hardest natural languages 81-245
 
foreign uhn-sounds 79-101 telephone greetings 79-206 sneezes 83­

54,80-244(95) 
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translitera~ion W vowel in Welsh 79-22(91,82-83) Dutch ij two 
letters? 83-26 R,L vowels in Slavic 82-83 
different word-lists in French, German, Italian phrasebooks 80-112 
French slang literally translated 80-75q(150) 
foreign words look English Latin 81-83(153) Danish 81-111 
calculator translator 79-36 translating animal sounds 78-216 79-50 
5.	 Spelling rules, pronunciation, grammar 
grammar Say It My Way 80-83b Grammar and Good Taste 83-18b pre­
position-ending rule 83-45(94) double negative 83-52 
shibboleths 82-230(83-25) -OW pronounced -ER 79-177(219) 
spelling rules Q followed by U 76-113(78-35) able-ible 79-48(93, 
80-56) -yze 79-48(93) ery-ary 83-172(214) -efy 83-172 spelling 
rules for words 79-48 spelling reform 79-205 
Speak and Spell computer 79-36 
6.	 Jargon 
cliches X as a Y 82-11q(17) animal 81-176q used-up words 79-44 
Dictionary of Rhyming Slang 79-176b Dictionary of Sailors' Slang 
79-176b 
specific jargons Dictionary of Publishing 82-82b Fine & Applied 
Arts Index 84-99b Barbadian dialect 81-20b computer 84-55q 1960s 
79-109 oil patch 83-51 gravy 83-46 theater 81-250q Char1eston­
ese 81-115q baseballese 83-186 archery 83-187q business 82-250q 
secret languages Pig Latin 79-115(152) Turkey Irish 79-215 
7.	 Word etymology and meaning 
general etymology type-collection of word origins 81-180(216) 
Dictionary of Cognates 82-214b cognates quiz 79-102q compounds 
with parts from different languages 79-12 
excessively specialized meaning 81-240(82-17) odd etymologies 83­
59q odd definitions 83-115 birthdays of words 80-246 
folk etymologies 79-171(80-26,86,153,81-89) 
specific etymologies campfire girl-camp follower 79-163 gul-rhodon 
same root 79-238(26) grammar-glamour 80-53 vespreto 79-238 homo­
humus 80-246p Lucifer 81-187(218) rubberneck 82-89 yes 82-184(211) 
words of Danish origin 81-25 few words of Spanish origin? 79-47(93) 
Our Marvelous English Tongue 83-152b 
dictionary definition of 'word' 79-189 
words from Greek mythology 80-188q colonial words 83-182(218) tech­
nologically obsolete words 83-213(84-85) 
split word differently, change its meaning 79-175(80-84,81-153) 
contronyms (CLEAVE,BEST) 78-27(151,215,79-167q) spear carrier 
82-102(155,211) 82-154 
oxymorons (GUEST HOST) 78-177(215,79-25,93,152,80-26,81-108,150, 
218,82-17,85,155,83-157) contest 83-202(84-27,82) 
strange paradoxes 77-18(78-214,79-150,241,80-27) 80-46q 80-49(85) 
80-88 81-25 81-175 83-114,157 
English is a crazy language 81-228 
circularity of word meaning auto logical words 78-42 79-241 non­
autological 79-46 self-descriptive sentences 81-113 infinite re­
gress (quo vadis) 81-47(88) 




8.	 Neologisms, coinages 
beauty parlor names 79-45 Hair-it-is 79-67(150,219,80-26,86,146, 
214,81-126,218,82-18,211,83-96,84-83) pet grooming 84-52 clothes 
79-168(80-214,81-24,83-96) other businesses 80-26,86,214 81-24 
82-83,210 83-96 84-42 
brand name palindromes 81-220(82-17,83-25,93) unfortunate business 
names 83-175(84-84) Exxon name 82-47 suffixes in trade names 80­
49(85) letter-frequencies in car names 80-59(86) 
comic book coinages 80-160 Poe coinages 80-241b names of comics 
characters 82-231 KEMO SABE 78-106 
neologisms in American Speech 82-104 250th anniversary 80-153 
employment advertisement: creation of brand names 80-157 
specific coinages palindromes 82-231 government names 81-232 alien 
lexicon 71-241(81-109) word square spoof 71-241 81-91 scientific 
occupations 78-238 New Zealand 81-244 zzxjoanw 81-239 
9.	 Punctuation, capitalization
 
multiply-hyphenated words 78-177(180,214) interabang 78-111(177)
 
79-241 FO'C'S'LE 81-242 quotation mark usage 80-152 
punctuation marks in play titles 82-51 
punctuation peculiar to various languages 83-50(95) multiple dia­
critical marks in Czech words 82-185 
10.	 Synonymy, antonymy 
kangaroo words 78-150,171 82-124 
synonym chains 78-177 synonymic pairs 82-236q synonym squares 79­
157q(214,215) giant square 79-252 infer word from crossword dic­
tionary synonyms 81-110q 
Dictionary of Confusibles 79-125b of Distinguishab1es 81-238b 
neutronyms 80-181 
pseudo antonyms 81-51q UNLESS-IF antonymy 80-176 
11. Parts of speech 
nouns gender words 83-47(94) noun suffixes 79-49 80-48(85) 
adjectives 24 different modifiers of BAG 78-228 non-obvious modi­
fiers 82-226b adjectives ending -LY 81-52(153) dictionary rules 
and examples of comparatives 78-3(88,79-234) request for odd com­
paratives 82-108(210) comparatives 80-242p 
verbs SHALL-WILL 82-252(24) weak verbs 78-86 78-240q 80-52 oddit­
ies 78-112 wacky conjugations 77-179(78-89) verbs whose nouns 
end in -TER 78-177 verb-preposition lexemes, change meaning when 
order inverted 78-190 
prepositions ON-OFF phrases 80-57q:81-161q 
compound words 83-237q two-way compounds 78-252(79-23,25) 79-53(92) 
80-47 
prefixes, suffixes doubled prefixes 78-147 UN-words 79-175 80­
48 noun suffixes 79-49 80-48(85) functional change by suffixing 
80-49 SEMI- 81-111 -TOISTA 78-239(79-24) 
clipping 80-106,169(82-155,83-26,53)
 
super-sentence (shortest one with 7 parts of speech) 80-52
 
12.	 Obfuscation, ambiguity of meaning 
amphibologies 83-3f graffiti readability 83-221(84-27) 
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ambiguity 79-79 ambiguous headlines 78-112(178,79-25,79,151) 
wordy proverbs 82-176q art descriptions 80-114 confusing sentence 
83-242 80-176 dyslexic sentence 79-170 
linguistic illusions 78-41 79-175(80-84,81-153) two-way abbrevia­
tions 82-233(83-23) pseudoredundancy (born Natal) 82-236 83-56 
13.	 Connotations 
_.dictionary	 defamation 73-210(80-105) euphemisms 83-48 
letters in Presidential names 81-16f L vs. S 82-114 -ASH 84-69 
14.	 Academic Linguistics
 
Classic American Graffiti 78-26b Language Play 78-145b
 
basic questions of linguistics 78-146f
 
college course in logology 79-210 83-205b query 78-13
 
15.	 Figures of speech 
euphemisms	 83-48 fallacia consequentis 82-71(155) quiz 77-27q gen­
eral 78-131(213) 82-155 Garden of Eloquence 83-230b 
C. Games and Puzzles and Jokes 
1. Puzzles 
wordplay history rotas square and palindrome history 79-195(80­
28) 80-11,17,91 Les Bigarrures (French wordplay) 79-115(80-89) 
bouts-rimes 83-131 Lydia Kane 77-239(78-44p) mnemonics 79-95 84­
50,97 rebus examples 79-51 80-25 rebus history 84-3 early NPL 
meeting 83-206 acrostic examples 79-50 81-47 84-43 sacks 83-167 
gematria and numerology 83-48 word square example 81-47 
historical personages Carroll 81-47 Poe 80-241b 81-47 Joyce,Baum, 
Fitzgerald,Stout 81-47 Bell 83-238 Shakespeare 83-240 80-50, 84­
114 John Owen 84-13 Bach 84-50 Browning 83-239 
book-collecting puzzle books 78-153(214) dictionaries 78-201(82­
154 
crossword varieties no Es 78-90q no non-E vowels 78-224q pangram­
matic 78-18q 22x3 81-247q two puzzles same clues 79-47q several 
letters in square 79-47q word in square 79-47q cryptographic 79­
88q CRWTHS,EOUOAE 79-121q 1x1 crossword 80-110q(153q) WORD WAYS 
81-177q Italian examples 79-114 forms using many Qs 78-110 word­
play miniatures 83-25q charade-type clues 70-177q 71-177q 83-169q 
84-11~q novelties(all Xs, POLE) 78-171q 80-109q cryptics 79-112q 
crossword theory twisting 78-171 Shakespeare pseudo-references 
79-227f cryptic clue ambiguity 83-121(154,217,84-29) crosswords 
with ambiguous clues 81-37(82-89) 
clubs, books, dictionaries Crossword Club 78-64 Crosswords Club 
82-5 The Puzzlers' Paradise 78-200b Dictionary of Cryptic Cross­
words 83-245b What's Gnu? 82-36b How to Make and Sell Original 
Crosswords 81-226b The Compleat Cruciverbalist 81-36b Spell It 
Fast (category dictionary) 81-136b Rats Live On No Evil Star 82­
9b Championship Crosswords 83-111b Encyclopedia of Crossword Words 
83-163 Beyond Crossword Puzzles 83-205b Hamlyn's Crossword Dic­
tionary 79-177b Crossworders' List Book 78-237b 
crossword	 construction and solution by computer 80-110,219(81-22), 
81-86,146(82-18,83-25,84-84) 
other puzzles by computer 83-8f(96,156) hangman 79-36 Scrabble 
83-168 logology by computer 83-195(84-30) 
190 
car trips 
word maze tracing composing Knight's Tour puzzles 78-22 word chess balance g 
82-14q 81-45q(88) 82-43q 82-145q 81-50 sup 
identify whole from part aero-equations 78-239q 79-242q initial 
5. Formula Jjletters of proverbs 82-254q hospital deliti 82-232(26,178) identi­
red all 0'fy song or poem from its unique n-letter words 82-40 
Tomonyms :rebus the letter rebus 84-3(85),88 rebuses using alphabet 80-114q 
knock 84­(153) word-rubric r~buses 79-137(215,219) duplicate answers to 
rebuses 79-219 rebus picture books 78-214 Dr. Wombat 84-18q wacky IV. SPECIAL WOI 
wordies 79-207q 80-51q 82-175 rebuses of colleges 79-233q 
cryptography another polyphonic cipher 78-61 unsolved crypt 84­
112 Elementary Cryptanalysis 79-213b Kahn on Codes 84-126b Enigma 
story 84-113f in Finnegans Wake? 81-48 Cryptograms and Spygrams 
81-253b Ivan's letter 82-3f,112f(83-158) 250 Cryptograms 82-122b 
(152) alphametics ten-digit squares 79-217 PICTURE/WORD 79-233 
puzzle periodicals Yugoslav 78-195(79-22) 4~Star Puzzler 81-54b 
miscellaneous deduce common property of word list 79-148 
79-225(80-26) anaquote 81-108q double acrostic 81-177q 84-36q 
side-o-graphs (acrostics + deletions) 82-28q acrostic 82-238q 
84-46q substitute letter transposal 82-44q infer word from a poly­
phonic cipher 82-43q(85) word pairs forming conventional phrases 
82-42q one-letter changes 83-174q rhyming word changes 83-180q 
Sly Fox rhymes 84-47q 4x4 Scrabble tile placement 78-40q riddles 
83-243q(84-28) Japlish riddles 78-168q Twenty Questions 78-149q 
Poe riddles 80-38q cornundrums 82-123q chronograms 82-143q puzzle 
on window shutter 79-112q "longest word" riddle 80-182(214) 
Campbell's quiz book 84-62b Curiosities of the Bible 84-43b(82) 
Omni puzzle book 84-23b Brain Games 79-136b 80-233b 84-57b 
2. Contests 
anagram	 composing contest 82-227(83-60,93,155) The Contest Center 
81-158(217,218) word square contests 82-205 83-28(93),109 riddle 
competition 81-179(218) misleading contest of the 1950s 78-242 
3. Scrabble 
high single move, mixed dictionaries 79-105(135,219) 79-222 NI2 
81-79(230) NI3 81-79 83-19 OSPD 81-149(218) Collegiate 81-230(82­
183) Pocket 81-230(82-16) spoof 79-223 84-l6 
high single move using n tiles 83-79(155,84-30) 
high first move 79-153 high first n moves 82-107,239(83-24,94,84-34) 
high game, mixed dictionaries 79-134(215,223,80-26) 81-11 NI2 82-86 
no-dictionary game 74-219 83-40 
low game 81-184 low player 81-185 low score on closed board 81­
184(82-15) minimum number of tiles on closed board 83-22 83-229 
(84-28) widest disparity between winner and loser 82-19(83-188) 
discussion of rules 81-79(148,219) 83-28 
best	 l5-letter word 81-80(83-19) reverse hooks 83-119 likely and 
unlikely Scrabble drawings 83-118 Scrabble cubes 79-153 pangram 
79-153 
4. Other Games 
high	 scoring Boggle 82-166(212) double crash 80-115q numerical 
crash 82-44 Cube 78-233 82-247 mangled cliches 79-110 lipogram 
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car trips 80-111 pseudoems (macaronic poetry) 81-222 alphabetic 
balance game 83-97f(157) mono-, multi-, alternate-syllable talk 
81-50 super-ghost strategy 73-26(78-110) 
5.	 Formula Jokes 
red allover 81-49(88,152) Polish 81-112 Tom Swifties 83-118 
Tomonyms 83-179q Wh~t's the question 81-112 82-172 84-108 knock­
knock 84-106 miscellaneous 83-244 query 83-233 
IV. SPECIAL WORD SETS 
States, counties: county name studies? 82-103 renaming states 
to create symmetry 78-234(79-24) rebuses of states 78-235q state 
nicknames 82-182q statename transadditions 79-92 stately riddles 
80-252q post office abbreviations 81-97q post office abbrevia­
tions on pavements and sol ids 82-52 abbreviations playlet 84­
75f 
Placenames: in a county 82-161b town name + post office abbrevia­
tion = word 81-174(82-154,83-24,45) National Gazetteer 83-150b 
Quebec placenames beginning St. 82-237 town + state = isogram 
81-246q Canadian number towns 78-77 Canadian towns transadditions 
of numbers 79-92 Finnish placename oddities 78-122b(152,215) 
geographical link-o-grams 79-156q Presidential town names 79-218 
ABC quiz 80-234q names of town inhabitants 83-151(219) based 
on other half of personal name 81-112q town border names 84-86 
miscellaneous 83-239 transpositions to words 79-152 
Given names: names in CAROLINE 78-39 famous nicknames 19-117q 
nicknames 79-162b anagram of surname 79-239 apropos given names 
81-50q names in slang 82-94q 
Surnames: Major Minor 81-44(150,82-16) names linked by numbers 
81-45q palindromic surnames 81-110(150,82-154) anagram 81-110 
83-28 near-tautonym 83-175 84-42 color surnames 72-199(81-110) 
compass directions 81-111 Single-letter 82-6(85) shortest in 
1931 82-212 same given name, surname 82-181(212) Death 78-43(236) 
biographical link-o-grams 80-37q common property of unfamiliar 
surnames 80-50q the terminal man 74-180(80-140) origins of Eng­
lish surnames 80-123b eponyms 78-50q 80-50q floral eponyms 79­
58q eponyms 78-162q(214) 0 Thou Improper Noun 79-33b eponyms 
dictionary index 78-105b Dictionary of Fictional Characters 
79-177b odd surnames 78-155b 80-58b in Enigma 84-110 
Presidents: anagrams of names 77-3(78-20,81-153,82-83,131,155) 
fateful letters 81-16f Reagan lipogram 82-131 Reaganagrams 84-101 
Numbers: first and last primes, squares, etc. 80-55(87,152,81­
86) other number-name properties 81-166(215,219) match alphabetic 
and numerical integer orders? 81-18(87) words containing inte­
gers 83-178(218) in Czech 82-33 numbers bridging names 81-45 
numbers bridging words 83-244(84-84) number name quiz 83-177q 
very large number names 79-61 83-125(157) frequencies of cardi­
nals and ordinals in text 78-183 cardinal transposals of integers 
75-216(78-36) translingual transposals 78-37(152,215,79-25) 
integers in town names 78-45 Canadian 78-77 lucky nines 79-98(150) 
digital verse 83-41 digital limerick 84-53 words meaning 'noth­
ing' 81-112(150) Roman numeral license plates 84-51f 
Chemistry: element transadditions 78-12,143 79-92 transpositions 
of elements 78-138(79-93) virtual transpositions 78-142 words 
192
 
made up of element abbreviations 79-217 text frequencies 78­
182(207) 
Other word sets: -quake 79-103(151,80-153,211) -wright 80-189(215) 
-ifer 80-239(81-23,152,218) -poeia 79-230 -cide 79-26(93,150,215, 
80-27,86,153,214,81-152,82-153,211) -onym 77-165(78-19,89,82­
232,83-92) -omancy 82-97(155) imaginary 83-96 -cracy & -archy 
81-141{219,83-24,96) imaginary 81-232 -word 83-246(84-29) jejun­
84-31 nouns of multitude 78-176 78-241b 80~148q(213) unnamed 
objects 82-231 animal words 81-176q horse names 78-242(79-93) 
noises of animals 78-216 79-50 horse colors 81-23 butterflies 
82-92 bathroom names 77-34(80-25,81-25,90,218,83-26) red white 
& blue words 79-186q blue words 80-216 color compounds 80-218q 
colors in Bible 80-253 wind names 80-107 playing cards 76-229f 
(80-25) drinking terms 79-44(82-96) smoking terms 78-254q phobias 
and manias 77-235(78-62,151,83-96,148) sound-words 80-250(81­
24) nine-language sneeze 80-244f widow words 82-54q(85) disease 
transposals 82-61q dance names 82-37q highway signs 82-39 base­
ballese 83-186 album side labels 83-114(219) miscegenation terms 
83-112(153,218,84-30) night shift 83-54(94) English field names 
82-26 -ologies and -isms dictionary 79-231b metric 77-113(78-36) 
Technology: piano words 78-38 typewriter words 78-35 83-249(84­
29) one finger typewriter words 81-111(151) 81-219 words formed 
from radio station call letters 79-179 
V.MISCELLANEOUS 
Obituaries: Silverman 78-67(151) Peterson 80-3 Lindon 80-71(180, 
182) 
Journals: Logophile 79-78 quit? 82-109 Verbatim 79-104 82-171 
Benedicta 82-163
 
Logological commonplace books: 78-9 84-120
 
Word calculators: translator 79-36 Scrabble 83-168,198
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